Sukano appointed distributor and exclusive masterbatch partner for blockchain traceable #tide ocean bound RPET material

Schindellegi, March 8, 2023 - Sukano, global additive and color masterbatch specialist for PET and Tide Ocean SA (#tide), the label of trust for ocean-bound plastics, are teaming up to support a common goal: Re-using ocean-bound socially collected plastic to produce premium raw materials for sustainable products. With this agreement, Sukano becomes a global resin distributor and exclusive masterbatch partner for #tide’s blockchain traceable ocean-bound RPET material.

PET is a durable, safe, and lightweight material whose versatility and malleability have allowed the creation of a myriad of products essential in our everyday life. Unfortunately, the mismanagement of plastic waste has led to environmental and social challenges. #tide, together with the Swiss University of Applied Sciences IWK, has developed a mechanical process to regenerate the molecular chains of damaged ocean-bound plastic waste and transform these into a premium raw material. In addition to developing the material, #tide is making a positive impact by collecting and upcycling ocean-bound plastic, not only for the environment but also for local communities through job creation, building warehouses and establishing educational programs.

Partnerships are key to reducing waste and environmental impact

The two partners are fully convinced that all industry players must work hand in hand and act today to achieve a successful transition to a circular economy. The partnership between #tide and Sukano opens new doors to broaden the use of this award-winning material. This not only offers a resin with a major impact on reduced carbon emissions, but also with Sukano as the global resin distributor as well as additive and color masterbatch and compounds specialist, a one-stop-shop to introduce this valuable material into new market segments and various end applications through polymer modification.

“Joining forces with likeminded brands and organizations is the only way we can solve plastic pollution once and for all,” states Marc Krebs, CCO at Tide Ocean SA. “With Sukano as a partner we can have an even bigger impact by offering our material to a broader market.”

According to #tide, by choosing ocean-bound RPET over virgin PET, customers can reduce their carbon footprint by 80%, based on the LCA conducted by Carbotech, an external and independent consultancy, based in Switzerland. The collaboration offers a solution to the market that can make significant contributions towards the transition to a climate-neutral, circular economy by reducing the dependency on virgin resources, reducing GHG emissions, and minimizing the environmental impact.

For more information, please contact:
Sukano AG
Simona Allenbach
Communications Coordinator
media@sukano.com
#tide Ocean SA
Matthias Oppliger
Director Partnerships
moppliger@tide.earth

This information is based on Sukano’s current state of knowledge and is intended to provide general notes on its products and their uses. Sukano seeks to present reliable information concerning the composition, properties and use of its products, services and processes. However Sukano AG does not warrant for the accuracy and completeness of the information offered, nor for the fitness of any product, method, or apparatus mentioned for any specific use. Characteristics mentioned in this documentation are in no way express warranties. Any user of Sukano’s product is responsible for determining its suitability for its particular application. Any existing intellectual and/or industrial property rights must be observed. The responsibility regarding the observance of third-party rights in the course of a subsequent processing and marketing of our products lies with the buyer. No assumption should be made that all safety or environmental protection measures are indicated, nor that other measures may not be required. Sukano does not take any responsibility or liability for any information offered herein. SUKANO® is a registered trademark of Sukano Finance AG, Switzerland. The copyright of the present documentation remains with Sukano AG.
#tide uses state-of-the-art blockchain technology to seamlessly and stringently track their material flows. Each step of the material’s journey is documented, from the moment a piece of ocean-bound plastic waste is picked up by one of the collectors, to the moment when the upcycled plastic granules are shipped to #tide’s customers. This data, including photos, dates, volumes and info about the individual processing steps, is saved on a public blockchain for maximum transparency and security. This tracking can be extended downstream to include further production and fully integrated in the communication facing the end consumer at retail stagethus providing unmatched supply chain transparency, or as we aim, a product passport.

Tide endeavors to minimize shipping with its strategy to serve markets with regionalized supply chains and the plastic ideally being processed close to the source. However, some transports cannot be avoided. In order to offer customers a complete sustainable socially sourced material, #tide partnered with the Swiss non-profit myclimate, the world leader in voluntary CO2 compensation measures, to offset those greenhouse gas emissions.

Sukano expanding its commitment to reduce environmental impact of plastics

The partnership between #tide and Sukano is in line with Sukano’s recently announced commitment to Fondation Jan and Oscar. The Foundation has been a close partner of #tide from the very beginning. They have jointly built the Social Enterprise Ranong Recycle for Environment (RRE), where they collect ocean-bound plastic waste in Ranong province for recycling. Through the social enterprise they provide jobs, education and new sources of income for vulnerable people and communities in southern Thailand.

“At Sukano, we believe that nature and the environment are not inexhaustible resources, and require protection and rational use,” states Norman Egger, Global Board Member at Sukano. “By partnering with #tide and the Fondation Jan & Oscar, we are working proactively to protect the planet by promoting sustainability, circularity and social development for all.”

Sukano leverages its longstanding expertise in the PET masterbatch industry and understands the challenges of introducing a new material into a customer’s portfolio. Therefore, Sukano additive and color masterbatches are tailored based on the customers’ needs and the technical requirements of the end application. Sukano’s top-notch and readily available in-house technical and analytical center allows for pre-testing and offers fact-based decision-making. In addition, it speeds up time to market and accuracy on all new product launches of its customers and partners. All masterbatches are designed for circularity and adhere to strict Design and Innovation principles set by the company.
Reducing the impact of plastics before they reach the ocean

80% of the plastics in the ocean come from land-based activities.2 Through limited resources for trash disposal or improper collection, littering or heavy rains which provoke landslides, plastic can be carried into streams, rivers and eventually to the ocean.3 Once the plastic is in our oceans, it flows on currents all across the world.4 Even uninhabited islands become dumping grounds for plastic when the waste gets washed up on the coast.5 Because it is very challenging to retrieve plastic from the ocean once it has entered it, the better strategy is to prevent plastic waste from entering open waters in the first place.

#tide partners with carefully vetted social enterprises, foundations and local communities, to collect and sort plastic waste to close the circle of plastic waste pollution. They organize beach clean-ups and pay fair wages to waste pickers and fishermen collecting plastics. Thus, they not only secure themselves a steady source of raw material but also help set up a resilient waste management infrastructure with high involvement of the local population.

About Sukano
Sukano is a global specialist in the development and production of additive and color masterbatches and compounds for polyesters, biopolymers, and specialty resins. The company is driven by expertise and devotes its technical knowledge to developing innovative products and highly specialized solutions.

The company is a family-owned business headquartered in Switzerland, with additional manufacturing sites strategically located in the USA and Malaysia. Sukano is able to leverage its global knowledge base to provide outstanding local support, creating additional value for customers through flexibility, reliability, technical expertise and agility.

The pioneering and entrepreneurial spirit that the company was founded upon continues to this day. The emphasis on partnerships and collaborations that catalyze change and drive sustainable business models and innovative products is at the heart of this effort.

For more information, visit www.sukano.com

About Tide
#tide ocean SA is a company based in Switzerland with offices in Thailand, Hong Kong, and the USA. In collaboration with scientists from the Swiss University of Applied Sciences in Rapperswil, #tide has found a mechanical solution to regenerate the molecules of damaged plastic waste into a premium raw material made of 100% ocean-bound plastic.

#tide ocean material comes in the form of granules, yarns, textiles, and filaments. #tide® works together with social enterprises in Southeast Asia and Mexico to collect ocean-bound plastic waste that threatens our oceans. #tide complies with the highest standards in traceability and credibility by controlling the entire supply chain. The origin of the material is tracked on a blockchain based platform.
By using what already exists, #tide fights against the depletion of fossil resources. #tide compounds its award-winning material with renewable energy whenever it is possible. And the company offsets all carbon emissions associated with transportation.

#tide cares about the environment and people. That’s why the Swiss company improves the quality of life for underprivileged communities through employment opportunities, social services, and educational programs, and supports sea turtle conservation projects. #tide is an ethical label that gives value to plastic waste.

For more information, visit https://www.tide.earth/en
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